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JCM Latest Software Listing
UNIT

The JCM web site provides the tools you
need, including the software information
database with DIP switch information,
our photo parts catalog, online ordering
form, repair service, and more.

Parts are Parts
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Version*

Check
Sum

WBA-10/11-SS

ID-003

V-3.40-30

1DAA

WBA-10/11-SS

ID-022/023

V-3.40-03

4657

WBA-10/11-SS

ID-024

V-3.40-29

AD38

WBA-12/13-SS

ID-003

V-3.38-30i*

CC96

WBA-12/13-SS

ID-0C3

V-3.38-09i*

FF65

WBA-12/13-SS

ID-022/023

V-3.38-03i*

7686

WBA-12/13-SS

ID-044C

V-3.38-05i*

62C7

WBA-12/13-SS

ID-044

V-3.34-05i*

FD8D

WBA-12/13-SS

ID-024

V-3.38-29

C3EC

DBV-200-B0/B1

ID-022/023

V-2.51-04-03

32FC

DBV-200-A2/A3

ID-004/BAR

V-2.50-05

8F51

DBV-200-A2/A3

ID-044P/045P

V-2.50-05

8BD0

DBV-200-A2/A3

ID-011/015

V-2.50-09

5B42

DBV-200-A2/A3

ID-044/045W

V-2.50-04

5151

DBV-200-A2/A3

ID-044WP/045WP

V-2.50-05

D273

DBV-200-B4/B5

ID-024

V-2.50-09

070D

DBV-200-B4/B5

ID-003

V-2.50-02

44EE

* an “i” suffix indicates Intelligent Cash Box option.
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Cashbox Conversion Kit Parts

Part No. 701-000058 & 701-000060
Description: ICB Cashbox Conversion Kit &
ICB WBA 12/13 SS Conversion Kit
Usage: Two ICB Conversion kits available to upgrade
existing WBA platforms to utilize the new ICB technology.
Note: The Intelligent Cash Box system streamlines the
drop and soft count procedures providing a time saving
and accurate identification of asset numbers. The system
also gathers data from transactions occurring at the
validator that can be utilized by several departments in
the casino. Accounting, Security, and Slot repair can
monitor validator performance. All of this data is updated
and available with every drop cycle.
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TSP-02

033

2.01

C11F

TSP-02

024CE (Caesar’s Entertainment)

2.05

3C93

TSP-02

024JC (New Jersey Caesar’s Entertainment)

2.05

6B07

TSP-02

024LT (Lottery)

2.06

B2BF

TSP-02

024NJ (New Jersey)

2.00

798E

TSP-02

024NV (Nevada)

2.07

F98F

TSP-02

024NVW (Nevada - WMS)

2.06

4AE8

TSP-02

033CE (Caesar’s Entertainment)

2.00

6B31

TSP-02

033IL (Illinois)

2.00

7D8F

TSP-02

033JC (New Jersey Caesar’s Entertainment)

2.00

95C5

TSP-02

033NJ (New Jersey)

2.00

6558

TSP-02

033NV (Nevada)

2.03

E3DD

TSP-02

033NY (New York - Lottery)

2.00

8EB8

The list of JCM bill validator software provided herein notifies customers
of the latest versions developed. However, the listing does not identify
versions approved by gaming jurisdictional authorities for actual use.
Customers should consult JCM’s Customer Service/Parts Sales
departments concerning approved versions for jurisdictions of intended
use.

NOW AVAILABLE on select IGT, Bally, WMS, Atronic, Summit & VLC Machines!
Sentry® is the latest product released by JCM. Sentry is a smart bill entry port with
LED icons displaying the acceptance of up to six denominations plus barcode and
last bill entered. There are also five error icons and a cashbox full indicator icon.
With an easy machine retrofit, Sentry offers features appealing to both players and
operators. Contact you local JCM sales representative for additional information.
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FREE REGIONAL TRAINING
Give your techs the tools they need to keep your
customers happy and your equipment running at peak
efficiency. Call for further information.

Oct.

St. Charles, Missouri

Nov.

Oklahoma, New Mexico
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Technical Tips

About the New $10 Notes
The new $10 note, which is the third denomination to be redesigned
in the series, includes subtle shades of orange, yellow and red along
with images of the Statue of Liberty's torch and the words "We the
People" from the United States Constitution. The new $10 note will
enter circulation in early 2006.
Security Features
The redesigned $10 note also retains three of the most important
security features that were first introduced in the 1990s and are easy
to check: color-shifting ink, watermark and security thread.
Color-Shifting Ink: Tilt your ten to check that the numeral "10" in
the lower right-hand corner on the face of the note changes color
from copper to green. The color shift is more dramatic on the
redesigned notes, making it even easier for people to check their
money.
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Latest U. S. $10 Bill

Watermark: Hold your ten up to the light to see if a faint image of Treasury Secretary Alexander Hamilton appears to
the right of his large portrait. It can be seen from both sides of the note. On the redesigned $10 note, a blank oval has
been incorporated into the design to highlight the watermark's location.
Security Thread: Hold your ten up to the light and make sure there's a small strip embedded in the paper. The words
"USA TEN" and a small flag are visible in tiny print. It runs vertically to the right of the portrait and can be seen from
both sides of the note. This thread glows orange when held under ultraviolet light.
To protect our economy and your hard-earned money, the U.S. government expects to redesign its currency every seven
to ten years.

JCM is a registered trademark of JCM American Corporation. All other product names mentioned herein may be registered
trademarks or trademarks of their respective companies. Furthermore, TM and ® are not mentioned in each case in this publication.
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